General Terms and Conditions of Business -

Verbindungstechnik Jan e.K.

Area of application
- The following General Terms and Conditions of Sale apply to all our contracts and orders in the relevant version that is valid at the time
when contracts are concluded.
- The General Terms and Conditions of Business of the purchaser are herewith contradicted, and do not form part of the contractual content.
Conclusion of contracts
- Your contract becomes effective when we accept your order; we send you our order confirmation.
- We confirm immediately the receipt of electronic orders- this does not represent an acceptance of a contract.
- Your contract is concluded with: Verbindungstechnik Jan e.K. , Albrecht-Dürer-Str.27 , DE-96191 Trunstadt, Germany.
Owner: Peter Jan , Commercial Register AG Bamberg HRA 9966 , VAT identification number: DE159051536.
Cancellation policy
- The cancellation right does not exist if you place an order for the purposes of your own commercial or independent professional activity.
Prices, payment and delivery
- For online purchases: you order at the specified price in the cart (basket).
All amounts include the German VAT of 19%.
- In our order confirmation are all prices in Euro (€). For payment we accept only bank transfer - our bank account number (IBAN)
is remark on the invoice.
- The payment must be received on the bank account within 14 days from date of invoice less 2% discount, or 30 days net.
- Shipping (EU / outside EU) are noted on the order confirmation.
- Deliveries outside of Germany (EU / non-EU)- are also possible by prepayment (proforma invoice).
Retention of title
- All delivered goods remain until full payment and until the settlement of claims our property.
Warranty and statute of limitations
- Statutory warranty provisions shall apply.
Place of jurisdiction, choice of law
- Our registered place of business (Bamberg) is the place of jurisdiction for commercial dealers, legal persons and public-law entities.
- The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies; the validity of United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods is excluded.
Privacy Statement
- The information relating to your identity: name, address, postal address, delivery address, telephone number and e-mail address ;
we only store your personal data and the data relating to ordered goods to the extent required for the administration and processing
of your order.
- We don not share your personal data.
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